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n     Gold prices inched higher today as hopes of easing trade tensions between
the United States and China put pressure on the dollar, adding to demand for
the yellow metal that improved last week after prices touched 19-month lows.

n  Spot gold rose 0.1 percent to $1,185.31 an ounce. Last week, it touched its
lowest since January 2017 at $1,159.96. The metal fell 2.2 percent last week,
marking the sixth consecutive weekly decline. It was also the worst weekly
performance since December. U.S gold futures were up 0.7 percent at $1,191.60
an ounce.

n       The overall trend remains slightly weak for gold as there are no key fundamental
cues favouring upside at the moment, value-buying in this oversold territory
is highly likely to underpin prices.

n     Spot gold�s 14-day relative strength index was at 31.977, after touching a
low of 21.187 last week. A reading below 30 indicates a commodity is oversold
and could herald a price correction.

n Gold has tumbled over 13 percent from its April high as a rally in the greenback
made dollar-priced bullion more expensive for buyers using other currencies.
Meanwhile, hedge funds and money managers increased their net short
position in COMEX gold contracts.

n Investors seeking a safe place to store assets amid trade disputes and a
Turkish currency crisis have preferred the dollar to gold, undermining the
reputation of bullion as a safe-haven.

n The dollar index, which measures the greenback against a basket of six
currencies, was at 96.175, after hitting its highest since June 2017 last week.
The index suffered its worst one-day decline in nearly a month on Friday.

Based on last week�s price action and the close at

$65.21, the direction of the October WTI crude oil

market this week is likely to be determined by investor

reaction to the downtrending Gann angle at $65.13.

U.S. West Texas Intermediate crude oil futures finished

lower last week. Prices spiked lower after straddling

a short-term 50% level for four weeks. After supporting

the market on supply concerns due to the Iranian

sanctions. inventories and worries about future demand.

The main trend is up according to the weekly swing

chart, however, momentum is trending lower. A trade

through $62.60 will change the main trend to down.

The main trend will resume on a trade through $71.63.

The minor trend is down. This trend indicator is

controlling the momentum. A trade through $69.19 will

change the minor trend to up as well as shift momentum

to the upside.
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n Gold prices gained while the dollar also edged

up today as trade war worries eased

n Trump warned earlier that the U.S may eventually
target the entire $500 billion in Chinese exports
to the U.S

n The U.S Dollar index climbed to 96.984, its highest

since June 2017

n Gold came under sustained pressure during the

week with 19-month lows just above $1,160 per

ounce

n A slightly weaker dollar will create scope for a
further limited strengthening in gold
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n          Oil prices were mixed today, weighed down by concerns over slowing economic
growth but supported by the expected impact of U.S sanctions on Iran, which
will start targeting the petroleum industry from November.

n      Brent crude futures, which act as a benchmark for international oil prices,

were at $71.80 per barrel, close to their last close. U.S West Texas Intermediate

(WTI) crude futures were down 6 cents at $65.85 per barrel.

n Investors said U.S sanctions against Iran were supporting prices. The U.S
government has introduced financial sanctions against Iran which, from
November, will also target the country's petroleum sector.

n Iran produced around 3.65 million barrels per day of crude in July, making it
the third biggest producer within the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OPEC), behind Saudi Arabia and Iraq.

n Oil markets were held back by concerns of a slowdown in economic growth
because of the U.S-Chinese trade tensions, and because of weakness in many
emerging economies. In the United States, U.S energy companies last week
kept the oil rig count unchanged at 869.

n China and the United States will hold trade talks this month, the two governments
said late last week, in a bid to resolve an escalating tariff war that threatens
to engulf all trade between the world's two largest economies.

n The recent softening in benchmark prices should temper the pace of growth

in U.S exploration and production activity and lead to slower overall output

growth. Disappointing industrial data out of China along with concerns over

emerging market economies centered on Turkey weighed on commodities.

Based on last week�s price action and the close at

$65.21, the direction of the October WTI crude oil

market this week is likely to be determined by trader

reaction to the downtrending Gann angle at $65.13.

U.S West Texas Intermediate crude oil futures finished

lower last week. Prices spiked lower after straddling

a short-term 50% level for four weeks. After supporting

the market on supply concerns due to the Iranian

sanctions, buyers caved to selling pressure triggered

by a jump in U.S inventories. The main trend is up

according to the weekly swing chart, however,

momentum is trending lower. A trade through $62.60

will change the main trend to down. The main trend

will resume on a trade through $71.63. This trend

indicator is controlling the momentum. A trade through

$69.19 will change the minor trend to up as well as

shift momentum to the upside.

n Oil prices trader lower today as slowing economic

growth weighed on markets

n The economy is slowing down as the result of the

relatively tight policies in the past six quarters

n Iran produced around 3.65 million barrels per day

of crude in July, making it the third biggest

producer within the OPEC

n Oil prices declined due to higher inventories and

depreciation of currencies in emerging market

economies and others

n Iran told OPEC that no member countries should

take over others� share of oil exports
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n      Silver futures gained nearly one percent in Asian trade away from February
2016 lows for another session, as the dollar index barely inched up in a day
that lacks major data releases from the US.

n Silver futures due in September rose 0.88% to $14.76 an ounce away from 2-
1/5 year lows, while the dollar index edged up 0.07% to 96.17 against a basket
of main currencies.

n Markets now await a speech by Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta President
Raphael Bostic about the economic outlook at the Johnson City Chamber of
Commerce, in Tennessee later today.

n The Federal Reserve will release its latest meeting's minutes this week, while
Fed Chair Jerome Powell is scheduled to deliver a speech titled "Monetary
Policy in a Changing Economy" at the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City
Economic Policy Symposium, in Jackson Hole, on Friday, as investors already
priced in two more 0.25% rate hikes later this year.

n The U.S dollar index, which measures the greenback�s strength against a
basket of six major currencies, was down 0.50% at 96.00 late Friday, the largest
one day decline in almost a month.

n    Investors will get the chance to parse through the minutes of the Federal
Reserve�s August meeting, when it left interest rates unchanged and indicated
that it remains on track for additional rate hikes this year.

n Investors seeking a safe place to store assets amid trade disputes and a
Turkish currency crisis have preferred the dollar to silver, undermining the
reputation of bullion as a safe-haven. China and the United States will hold
lower-level trade talks this week to resolve an escalating tariff war that threatens
to engulf all trade between the world�s two largest economies.

Silver markets broke down rather significantly during

the week, slicing through the $15 level with these.

In fact it got as low as $14.30 before bouncing a

bit. The $14 level underneath is massive support,

but it cannot help but notice that it has formed a bit

of a descending triangle that has broken. It could

go below the $14 level, and if it do that shows just

how strong the US dollar would become. However,

it would not do so with leverage as it can dollar cost

average a retirement account with physical silver.

Remember, silver was eight or nine dollars for years

before spiking to $50. This can happen again, and

almost certainly will over the longer-term. It suspect

that the $14 level is a major barrier that will be

difficult to overcome for the sellers. The next couple

of weeks will be crucial.

n Silver settled up 0.42% at $14.775 a troy ounce,
for a weekly loss of 4.26%

n Silver has also struggled as its inverse relationship
to the firmer dollar has outweighed safe haven
demand

n A stronger dollar and higher Treasury yields make

the precious metal less attractive to investors

n Investors will be on the lookout for any tweaks to
the Fed�s outlook on inflation, the economy and
trade war fears

n The dollar index was mostly flat at 96.125  after

hitting its highest since June 2017 last week
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